The subjective nature of clinical ophthalmology is perhaps nowhere more demonstrable than in the determination of plus disease and aggressive posterior retinopathy of prematurity (APROP) [1] [2] [3] , in part because the clinical determination of plus disease and the number of vessels in zone 1 is often difficult to determine in a squirming infant. Even photographic screening to detect plus disease and aggressive posterior retinopathy of prematurity has its subjective features, as noted in the article entitled, "Aggressive posterior retinopathy of prematurity: Quantitative analysis of vascular features," in this issue of Graefes' Archives for Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology. The determination of plus disease and number of clock-hours of vessels in zone 1 can predict a rapid course to severe retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), with retinal detachment and possible lifelong blindness. The higher the number of clock-hours of vessels in zone 1, the greater the likelihood of progressive disease. A standardized computerized method of detection of plus disease and exact sizing of zone 1 disease based on photographic imaging would be helpful in allowing the clinician to study the images carefully and provide more accurate management for the infant.
In the study in this issue of von Graefes' Archives, a single posterior pole picture was presented to readers. Does this really represent enough data, or would a montaged image of more of the retina with complete zone 1 determination at least give the readers more confidence of their opinion? It seems that more objective plus disease determination and rapidity of treatment would have a positive effect on the outcomes. The ability to use images from wide-angle cameras and computerized software to reach an objective determination of APROP and plus disease may move ROP treatment forward in a global fashion [4, 5] . As ROP experts are in short supply worldwide, and the medical malpractice risk of ROP drives doctors further and further from ROP care in much of the world, such a determination with computerized aids may afford less experienced doctors a higher level of confidence to be able to supply accurate interpretation of ROP images.
Although further validation studies are needed, the authors are to be congratulated for the excellent pilot study, which shows us the way for the future for ROP care. This type of photographic documentation and computer-linked vascular measurement can create a global standard of care that will revolutionize ROP management and reduce blindness for children that are at risk worldwide.
